
Walk 9
3% miles.2 hours. OS Explorer map 103

TREVONE . GOODAGRANE - MABE CHURCH . TREVONE

A walk off the beaten track through farmland and granite quarry country,
with several verv awkward stiles.

The walk starts at the entrance to Trevone Farm lane where the road bends left after
Higher Spargo Farm, grid reference SW753 322Turn into the lane and follow it to
the end into a yard ofgranite houses. Go through the gate directly ahead onto a track.
Bearing left follow this track on and then round to the right and into a field. Continue
ahead on the clearly defined track across the field up hill, crossing a stream, to a farm
lane. Turn right along this lane to pass Goodagrane Farm.

Bear left immediately atter the tarm buildings onto a concrete path. After a few yards
look for a high stile in the wall on your right. Go over the stile into a hedged lane.This
can be very muddy. At the top of the lane go through the right hand gate into a field.
Follow the left hedge to a stile into a field on the left. Follow the right hedge for two
fields, over a stile in the corner and into an unmade lane.

@ Turn right down the lane which can be very wet after heavy rain and follow it to the
end where it goes into a held. Cross the field diagonally down to the left, in line with
a building on the skyline, to a stile onto the hedge. Go over the stile and turn right
following the right hedge down to a granite stile over a stream. Turn left and follow
the path on up through a wooded area bearing right and then left onto a quarry road.
Follow the road uphill to where a track joins it from the right opposite a metal gate
and concrete buildings.

Turn right along this track, take the left fork and keep on this track for three hundred
yards, ignoring any paths off to the right. Take the next way-marked path off to the
left down to two stiles. Go over the stile on the right into a field, cross it down to the
left hand corner and go through the gateway into the next field.

Now follow the left hedge and over a stile in the corner into the next field. Continue
along the left hedge to a stile on your left mid way along the freld. Cross this stile and
continue across the field to the corner to the left of the trees. Here a stile takes you up
onto a hedge. Follow the elevated path beside the Old Vicarage then down the drive
to the road opposite the church car park. Turn right back to your starting point.
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